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- A A R Y A  K A M A T

Indian constitution is famous for being the
longest constitution in the world. The
Constitution of India was written on 26
November 1949 and came into force on 26
January 1950.  The representatives of the
Indian people framed the Indian Constitution
after a long period of debates and discussions.
It is the most detailed constitution in the
world. No other Constitution has gone into
such minute details as the Indian Constitution.  
The Constitution of India was framed by a
Constituent Assembly which was established in
1946. Dr. Rajendra Prasad was elected
President of the Constituent Assembly. A
Drafting Committee was appointed to draft the
Constitution and Dr. B.R. Ambedkar was
appointed as the Chairman.

The making of the Constitution took a
total of 166 days, which was spread
over a period of 2 years, 11 months,
and 18 days. Some of the salient
features of the British, Irish, Swiss,
French, Canadian, and American
Constitutions were incorporated while
designing the Indian Constitution. 

 The Constitution of India begins with a
Preamble which contains the basic
ideals and principles of the
Constitution. It lays down the objectives
of the Constitution. One of the unique
features of our Constitution is that it is
not as rigid as the American
Constitution or as flexible as the British
Constitution. It means it is partly rigid
and partly flexible. Owing to this, it can
easily change and grow with the change
of times.

The Indian Constitution
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THE CANVAS

- RATRI BAKSHI

“I shouldn’t have asked you to stay back. You

anyways aren’t” She bent a little towards the bed

while her curly strands of hair dropped in the air.

She pushed them back behind her ears while

collecting her belongings from the messy bed.  He

looked at her while buttoning his shirt, “Why does

distance matter so much to you? I won’t be here

but we could talk every day and meet every week”

She was putting  things into her handbag and

looked at him “Have you ever wondered why

distance never mattered to you?” He suddenly

looked away from her and turned his face down

buttoning his shirt. The long windows and the

curtains adjacent to the bed. She walked up to the

window to slide the curtains a little and opened

the window. A sudden gust of wind and the curtain

started flying and the windchime made a beautiful

sound. He stared at her while she faced her back

looking at the sky outside the window.

“Distance would be that band holding us

together. Being stretched between two cities. Let

us stretch it as much as we can. Let’s see how

long our band holds us together. If the band

breaks, then we were never meant to be. And if

it doesn’t, we were” She turned around with a

smile on her face “You could never really blend

me on your canvas. Could you?” While he stood

and walked towards her, he said, “You were

quite like that overused bottle of black paint. I

always needed it” With a sarcastic laugh she

looked at him and said “That’s the difference. I

want you. But you need me. I value wants more

than needs.”There was an awkward silence

between them for a while. She pushed her feet

into her pointed heels and unlocked the door

while she said “You were right. I am that

overused bottle of black paint you need. Well, I

wanted to be the canvas of your life.” She walked

out of the room closing it behind her.
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I'm Shruti, 27 year old modern
Indian workaholic woman, living
in this so called modern India. I'm
not sure about other cultures but
India really raises up their
children to run towards
perfection, to be exactly what
their parents want them to be, 
 we grow up knowing that you
have to nod your heads and smile
to keep people happy, to keep the
elders happy, assume their wrong
to be right and somehow all of
this "need" to satisfy others
through your work just stays with
you, it becomes a part of you and
sooner than you realise it, you
become the illogical adults, whom
you always wanted to question
but didn't because you liked the
"good baacha" tag. I don't know.. I
don't know what life really
holds...I work at a pharmaceutical
company, Peptides. I worked
really hard to enter the industry, I
worked my way up from an
assistant to a manager and now a
senior manager, but as life goes
on its high phase after you get
what you had been working for
you need to pause your goals and
question yourself "now what?" I
was going upwards, I still am and
there is no pause to it but there is
no fun in it either, they say "no
pain, no gain" here I am facing the
pain, gaining the gains but there
is no fun to it, where is the
pleasure... What is life? Where did
I lose the sweet taste of success?
Blinded by the stairs, I still stand
climbing while writing, there is no
pause to it, it's an addiction which
leaves you empty inside, you've
got everything you could ever ask
for but the happiness just flies..

While surviving in this prison or a
life that I had created for myself, I
met this girl Nina. We had joined
the office together, a girl I can
not describe in words. She was
the sunlight in my foggy days, 
 she made me feel alive, with her
I felt like I was living the life. See
the thing was, I ended up doing
what I was never supposed to
do... I was supposed to suppress
my inner self inside and not bring
shame on my parents, I was
supposed to work, earn, get
married, have kids but my inner
self just jumped out and took
over me when I saw Nina, when I
got to know her. I fell for Nina,
yes! I'm gay..  Sadly not out and
proud, but I guess that's okay
because it'll bring shame to my
parents...right?  Or am I
assuming, will my parents just
take time to settle with the fact
and be okay? Well, I guess I'll
never know... because I let Nina
go.. Not exactly what you're
thinking, I did confess about my
feelings to Nina, and by god's
grace, she was bisexual and we
were a "thing" for a while and
then my workaholic self took
over me.. The time for
promotions was getting closer,
and although I loved Nina more
than anything else I let my
competitive, wanting to be the
best mode take over me.. Nina
had this great idea by which both
of us could get promoted but I
switched her files.. Flying me to
promotions, making her seem
like a careless worker and
carefree she was but careless,
never!  I thought it would just
delay her promotion but it got
her fired..

I still love her, but I can never
deserve her. My life is a lie,  I am
not who I am and my only chance
to true love and happiness was
brutally murdered by me. Yes! I
would've fought for that girl,
even with my parents.. but sadly
I couldn't fight with myself for
her. And maybe that's why I don't
deserve her. I never will. And I'll
live knowing it. Now look at me,
all the success I could ever wish
for, making my parents proud
and happy. Life is glorious I'd
say. But am I happy? I don't
know. I'd never known. This is
what I chose for myself.

REGRET 
BY ANISHA ACHARYA 
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Channelizing youth
power in nation-building.

This event took place on the
occasion of THE NATIONAL

YOUTH DAY, 12th January 2021.
Akash Jayan who is a graduate of

the Vellore Institute of
Technology (VIT), launched a

start-up by developing an online
trading community, ‘Havenspire’,

which currently has over 1,500
members. The young

entrepreneur launched the start-
up to improve people’s financial

literacy and help them earn
money sitting at home. His quest

to become an entrepreneur
started in the first year of

college. The initial journey was
not easy. But the position

Heanspire has reached is quite
inspiring.

Havenspire lets you interact,
trade, and learn with other

traders spread across India.

National Youth Day
 

Activity of the month
January-2021
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 Versifying
T H E  P O E T R Y  C O R N E R

SOUL OF A DOVE

Uncage my soul and free my
wings
I won't let my feet touch
mother earth's skin
For I, want to fly in the deep
ocean sky 
Breathe all the love, and
shower peace like a dove. 

                    -Madhup Sanya 

NOW WE MAKE ART

We create, we discover, we lie, we
uncover, we do what we have to,
to get our names on magazine
covers, stairs to the way up, glory
shines brighter than the love of
your very own mother, but now
you say you create art, may you
no longer have to suffer.

                      -Anisha Acharya 

TO MY HOME 

Relationships work on the foundation
of love, trust, and honesty
If anyone of them is broken others get
a crack too
It is also the two souls who decide to
intertwine with each other
Those two souls who travel miles and
miles just in search of a perfect home
in someone's arms, 
They fall, the faint, they lose strength
just for the perfect home 
once that home is found all those
wounds, all those falls, all the pain
feels worth it
So to my home, I love you, for taking
soft and tender care of me
Home is forever and so are you. 

                    -Sakshi Surve 
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SEIZE THE MOMENT 

 

-Aarya Kamat 

-Aarya Kamat-Aarya Kamat

-Ratri Bakshi

-Ratri Bakshi
-Madhup Sanya
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THE ONE FOR THE FUN !

JUST A CLICK AWAY!

By Shreya Shaji 

By Aarya Kamat 

https://footling.art.blog/about/

ABOUT BLOG: A collection of arbitrary thoughts

and feelings in various forms. 

The whole blog’s emphasis is on “random”. 

Things which you may or may not relate to,

contract or contrast to.

Blogger- Anisha Acharya 

THE BIG BRAIN !

Y O U  A R E  W E L C O M E
T O  P R E S E N T  Y O U R
I D E A S ,  O P I N I O N S ,
A R T , P O E T R Y A N D
M A N Y  M O R E .

C O N T A C T  U S !
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THE
WORKING
HANDS

MENTORS

PROF. NIRUPAMA PRAKASH
HOD,SOLA

DR. VIDYA NAGRE
ASST.PROF,SOLA

HTTPS://ADYPU.EDU.IN/PROGRAMS/SCHOOL-OF-
LIBERAL-ARTS/

SUB-EDITORS

MADHUP SANYA 
AARYA KAMAT 
MOKSHA SHERWANI 

To submit your work email our
Sub-editors 

sanya.madhup@adypu.edu.in
aarya.kamat@adypu.edu.in
moksha.sherwani@adypu.edu.in

Y O U R
C O N T R I B U T I O N  I S
M O S T  W E L C O M E
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WATCHOUT

FOR OUR NEXT

ISSUE


